Introduction

11
Longitudinal data in sport
12
For a long time, sport science has been interested by time dependent phenomenons. If, at first, 13 people only kept track of performance records, there is currently a massive amount of various data.
14 Among them, one specific type is called time series or longitudinal data. Many recorded and studied 15 data can be considered as time series depending on the context. From the heart rate during a sprint [1], 16 to the number of injuries in a team over a season [2] , to the evolution of performances during a whole These methods focus on the study of time dependent processes that generate discrete observations.
25
For instance, since an important topic of this paper concerns clustering, and a really comprehensive 26 review about clustering of time series can be found in [5] .
28
Despite the usefulness of the time series approach, some theoreticians proposed a new modeling 29 of longitudinal data [6] . In many cases, the studied phenomenon is actually changing continuously 30 over the time. Thus, the object we want to know about is more of a function than a series of point. In 31 their paper [2] , the authors highlight that it may be damageable to discretize phenomenons that are 32 intrinsically functional. Moreover, they claim that continuous methods perform better than discrete 33 ones on the specific case of the relationship between training load and injury in sport.
35
In some particular cases, it thus seems natural to model a continuous phenomenon as a random 36 function of time, formally a stochastic process, and consider our observations as just few records of 37 an infinite dimensional object. This approach is called functional data analysis (FDA) and gives a 38 new range of methods well suited to work on longitudinal data. There was substantial theoretical 39 improvements in the area the last two decades, and this paper intends to present some topics that 40 might be useful to the sport science field. To our knowledge, there is very few paper in the sport 41 literature that use FDA. We can cite [7] in which curve clustering is used to analyse the foot-strike of 42 runners, or [8] for the study of muscle fatigue through a whole FDA analysis. Another example is 43 given in [9] that proposes a functional version of ANOVA using splines to overcome common issues 44 that occur in sport medicine. Finally, the work presented in [10] uses curve clustering methods to 45 study different types of footfall in running. The methodology used in this paper is closely related 46 to our present article, and authors claim that this approach clearly improved analysis of footfall 47 compared to former empirical and observational ways to classify runners.
49
If such an approach remains marginally applied in the sport field, one would find many examples 50 in a wide range of other domains. We can cite for example meteorology, with the article [11] that 51 describes the study of temperature among Canadian weather stations, which has become a classic 52 data set over the years. Another famous data set is presented in [12] as an application to biology, by 53 studying the growth of children as a time continuous phenomenon. Those works and data sets are 54 today considered as benchmarks to test new methods, but many fields such as economy [13] , energy
55
[14], medicine [15] or astronomy [16] have used FDA and contribute to this really active research topic.
56
Detection of young athletes
57
In the elite sport context, a classical problem lies in the detection of promising young athletes [17] .
58
With professionalisation and evolution of training methods, differences in competition became more 59 and more tight in recent years [18] . Besides, it has been shown that the development of some specific 60 abilities during adolescence is a key component of improvement [19] The first and fundamental step of a functional data analysis generally consists in the reconstruction 97 of the function from the discrete set of observations. There is two cases at this step. Whether the 98 observations are being considered as error-less (in term of measurement) and one can proceed to a 99 direct interpolation through one of the multiple existing methods (linear, polynomial, ...). Or, more 100 frequently, the set x i,t 1 , . . . , x i,t n is considered as observations at time t 1 , . . . , t n of a realisation x i (t) 101 of a stochastic process X(t). In this case, one can proceed to a smoothing step. It consists in the 102 approximation of a function defined to be close to the observed points. To deal with noisy data, one 103 always has to face the over-fitting/under-fitting issue. In most cases, one has to determine a smoothing 104 parameter that define how much one wants to allow the function to contain peaks. These topics are and x j is defined as : gives good results. As the 2-step approach, it often uses basis expansion and/or FPCA to fit the data.
177
However, rather than proceeding in two-step, the clustering is performed simultaneously. mind that the right way to fit the data into functions strongly depends on the structure of the data. We 
Materials and Methods
190
Description of the real swimming data set
191
First of all, two types of data sets, on which we performed functional clustering algorithms,
192
are described. The way we simulated data sets to test several methods will be described at the end as the ability to work on derivatives) led to model the observations as functions rather than time series.
201
Thus, a first step of fitting was performed to extract the functional nature of the data and deal with 202 the random fluctuations in the observations. All the algorithms were run on the R software and the 203 corresponding packages will be named in the sequel.
204
Testing several algorithms on simulated data sets phenomenon that we aimed at studying. A basis of seven B-splines of order 4 was defined so that the 264 derivatives remain smooth enough to work on derivatives. Since we did not wish to focus on a specific 265 time period, the knots were equally placed on ages 13 to 19. One should note that data are considered 266 as realisations of a stochastic process, and thus raw data are assumed to contain random fluctuations.
267
The function that is fitted using the B-spline basis has to represent properly the true signal and the well hyper-parameter. In our case, we used a cross-validation criterion to compute an optimal value for this 273 hyper-parameter, and the resulting functional data were considered as coherent by swimming experts.
274
This whole fitting procedure was performed thanks to R (version 3.5.0) software, and especially the 275 fda (version 2.4.8) package. To analyse efficiently a real data set, one needs first to explore it, to figure   276 out the more suited algorithm to use. To this purpose, a FPCA was performed on the progression approximately, the shapes of deterministic functions f that generated each data curves within a cluster.
325
Intuitively, Sample 1 depicts an easy situation with low noise and well separated processes, whereas
326
Sample 2 represents the same processes in a higher variance context. Finally, Sample 3 corresponds to 327 a high-noise and crossing processes context, which is designed to be trickier. Moreover, in the case of
328
Sample 3, observations of the curves are irregular on t-axis and thus, for three out of six algorithms of 329 the package that are not implemented in this case, we had to proceed to a previous fitting step. We 330 used the function regFuncy of the funcy package to this purpose. 
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Results
332
Results on simulated data
333
The that, although the stochastic processes we sampled from are the same as in Sample 1, the "hierarchy" 341 between methods changes. This might indicate differences at noise robustness between the methods.
342
For example, performances of the fcsm algorithm decrease only slightly compared to distclust. Finally,
343
as expected, the results fall on the fuzzy situation of Sample 3. Only three methods achieve moderate 344 performances, and one can note that there is an algorithm of both families among them. Although 345 Table 2 informs on the performances of these algorithms, it does not give information on the ability of 346 the methods to retrieve the actual shape of the underlying functions. The following graphs will add 347 some visual evidences to judge quality of the results.
348 Table 2 . Mean Rand Index and (Standard Deviation) on 100 simulations of the tree samples. Each algorithm run in at most few seconds on our simulated data sets. Comparison in speed between algorithms is given as a multiple of the fastest which is set arbitrarily to 1. 
Method
Figure 3. All curves (dotted lines) and cluster centers curves (plain lines) obtained with fscm algorithm for the simulated Sample 2. Clustering becomes more difficult between curves (e.g. blue and green curves) but the algorithm still performs well to figure out the underlying shapes.
Sample 3 was designed to be trickier since curves cross each other and the signal appears rather The high noise makes the clustering fuzzy, which is affecting the cluster central curves.
Data set of swimmers' progression curves
359
The choice of the funHDDC algorithm was motivated by two main arguments. First, this is a 360 flexible method that has been shown efficient in various cases. Secondly, because of the results of the 361 FPCA performed to explore the data set. Indeed, as presented on the top Figure A1 (Appendix), we 362 notice that the underlying dimension of the data seems clearly lower than the original one: the entire 363 variance of the data set can be expressed with only three scores. Additionally, the shapes of the first 364 informative eigenfunctions are drawn (bottom Figure A1 ) and inquire on the main features of the data.
365
One can see an analogous result of low underlying dimension for the derivatives (Appendix : Figure   366 A2). Thus, it seems natural to work with a FPCA-based method. FunHDDC provides a flexible way to 367 deal with the "extra-dimensions", proposing six models that represents six different ways to model 368 covariance matrices. We tested each of them to figure out the more appropriate. As advised by the 
Discussion
386
As mentioned in the simulated data set context, we shall emphasise that no objective criterion 387 might reflect correctly the quality of a clustering procedure. The authors of [42] recall that all clustering 388 algorithms are some way subjective regarding how they gather individuals or which metric they use.
389
Thus, the resulting clusters should be judged and analysed according to the context. Bottom: Values of the two first eigenfunctions. Eigenfunctions are orthogonal each others and display the main modes of variation of the curves. The first eigenfunction mainly informs on differences at young ages, while the second focuses on the opposition between speeds at young and older ages. Figure A2 . Results of the FPCA on the derivatives of the progression curves. Top: Proportion of variance explained by each eigenfunction. With only 3 eigenfunctions, one can express about 90% of the total variance of the data set. Bottom: Values of the three first eigenfunctions. Eigenfunctions are orthogonal each others and display the main modes of variation of the curves. The first eigenfunction mainly informs on derivative differences at young ages, while the second focuses on the behaviour between 16 and 18 years old. The third eigenfunction expresses the differences of swimmers improvement between the middle and the bounds of the time interval. 
